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Concerns about Lab Experiments
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The Appeal of Field Experiments and 

Randomized Controlled Trials



Growing Influence of Behavioral Science and 

Evidence-Based Policy

In 2014, the White House launched the 
Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (nudge 
squad).

In September 2015, Obama issued the Exe. 
Order entitled “Using Behavioral Science 
Insights to Better Serve the American People”

Evidence-Based Policymaking Commission Act

 Sponsored by Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) 
and  Senator Patty Murray (D-WA)

 Signed into law by Obama in March 2016
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DE Governor Carney in 

UD’s mobile field 

experiment vehicle.



Field Experiments

 Field experiments involve the land use choices by 
homeowners and farmers.  

 More expensive and difficult, but have higher external 
validity, especially when talking to policy makers.

1. Homeowner focused
 Effect of information, social nudges and financial incentives 

on residential lawn care decisions in Rhode Island.

 Homeowner Value Innovation Stewardship Enhancement 
(HomeVISE) project

2. Farmer-focused Agricultural Value Innovation 
Stewardship Enhancement (AgVISE) project

 Evaluated how farmers made decisions regarding enrollment in cost-
share programs for nutrient management 
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Homeowner Values, Innovation, and Stewardship 

Enhancement (HomeVISE) 

Research Questions

1) Do residents have a positive 

willingness-to-pay (WTP) to adopt 

practices that could decrease their 

nutrient runoff? 

2) Do residents’ WTPs vary by 

demographic? 

3) Do behavioral nudges, such as positive 

or negative framing influence WTP? 



Results (336 people) 

Average Bids for each Water Runoff Management Practice by Framing 

 
Note: NP is abbreviation for native plant; BC for Biochar; STK for soil test kit; 

PM for peat moss; SH for soaker hose; Vertical axis measures average bids in USD. 

Positive: “…residents that choose to 

install water conservation items on their 

lawn will reduce the amount of pollution

they contribute to local watersheds.

Negative: “…residents that choose 

not to install water conservation items 

on their lawn are continuing to 

pollute local watersheds.



HomeVISE Results

 Female and individuals who have 

children were more willing to adopt 

the practices. 

 Residents in rural areas revealed 

lower WTP. 

 Positive framing increased the 

average WTP, while negatively 

framed message did not have a 

significant impact. 
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AgVISE Project (Agricultural Value 

Innovation and Stewardship Enhancement)

 Opportunity to bid into a pool of up to $40,000 to implement nutrient 

management practices on farm.

 Enrollment period, January-March 2014 and January-March 2016.

 Landowners received a $50 Gift Card for completing the experiment.

 371 farmers (Avg of 55.6 years old, 35.5 years of experience with agriculture)
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Farmer Decision on Implementation of Nutrient 

Management Practices

(#1-6) Conservation Buffers

 Grass Buffers (5’, 15’, 30’)

 Forest Buffers (5’, 15’, 30’)

(#7-8) Phosphorus Filters

 Tanks

 Filters

(#9) Abandoned Poultry 
Houses
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No other conservation program available for 

these practices.  



Farmer Decision on Implementation of Nutrient 

Management Practices

1. Farmers rated the ‘desirability’ 
of the practice from 1-9.

2. Farmers indicated whether or 
not interested in the practice 
or whether it was not 
applicable for their farm.

3. If interested, could select the 
quantity of items desired.  Cost 
updated instantly.

Benefit information displayed for each practice, 

but close comparisons were not available due to 

lack of  scientific data.



Cost of Nutrient Management Practice (Average)
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Cost Share Bids

 Bids in the auction were expressed in “percentage cost share” of the 
total cost to implement the practice.

 Benefits were not included as part of the bids due to lack of accurate natural 
science information about these various practices

 Cost-sharing in agri-environmental programs is common in the US. 

 Example, if a Phosphorus Filter cost $20,000 and a farmer submitted 
a cost share of 25%:

 Landowner would pay $5,000; Project would pay $15,000

 Projects with the highest cost share bids accepted until the available 
budget was exhausted.

 This mechanism has been used in Delaware for agricultural preservation for nearly 
20 years.
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The Power of Defaults

 A cursor-controlled slider was used to select any cost-share 

percentage between 0 and 100. 

 0% means that UD pays the entire cost.

 100% means that the landowner pays the entire cost.

 Breakdown of costs automatically calculated.  
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Cost Share Bids (Average Percentage)
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Impact of Defaults on Cost Share Bids
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 5ft 15ft 30 ft 5ft F 15ft F 30 ft F Trench Filter Poultry

Default 12.94** 9.92* 9.33 11.41* 0.01 0.02 5.62 6.61 8.1*

N 64 40 21 27 12 18 29 30 20

*** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.10

^ Controls in regression models: contract type, time, total acres farmed, participation in CRP, row crop acres.

Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at bidder level.

Effect on Cost-Share (percentage pts)

Average Difference: 9%



Results –AgVISE (replication)

 Total Number of Participants: 180

 Total Number of Bids: 101

 Average bids for all practices were higher with the 100% default.
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0% Default

Cost-Share

100% Default 

Cost share

Total Number of  

Cost Share Bids
47 57

Average Cost 

Share Bid 9.0% 40.3%



AgVISE I: Social Priming

 “Desirability” of the nutrient 
management practice (1 to 9 scale).

 Priming information provided 
before the decision to implement 
the practice and at what cost-
share.

 Priming numbers derived from the 
control “non-priming” treatment 
group. 

 Result:  Social Priming impacted the 
likelihood that a farmer submitted 
a bid.
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Implications

 This study suggests that behavioral nudges can 
also be effective in the context of trying to 
influence profit-maximizing agents in a competitive 
environment.
 Impact of defaults on bidding percentage seems to be 

robust to replication.

 In this case, agri-environmental program 
administrators can make inexpensive changes to 
the decision environment to generate more 
environmental benefits under a limited budget 
 9% improvement in $4.2 billion of expenditures is worth 

$378 million per year.
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Randomized 

Controlled Trials
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Evidence-Based Program 

Evaluation: An Example

 Why not just introduce a new program and observe 
what happens? 
 For example, a voluntary incentive program to reduce pesticide 

applications.

Time-Varying External Factors:  

 Other changes in the environment can cause changes in 
outcomes that are not attributable to the intervention.
 External factors the can change include economic conditions, state 

government regulations, weather, and/or changes in the frequency of 
pests.

Selection Bias:  

 Participants in the new voluntary program (the ‘treated’) might 
systematically differ from those who choose not to participate.
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Importance of Counterfactuals

 Consider the Scared Straight program meant to deter 

juvenile delinquents from further crime.

 Juvenile delinquents interactions with serious criminals in prison who would 

describe how horrible prison life is.

 Early studies without control groups suggested participants 

were less likely to commit crimes after the experience.  These 

studies compared behavior of participants before and after the 

intervention. 

 Several well-controlled RCT studies were conducted.  

Evidence was fairly clear that Scared Straight led to increases

in criminal behavior, compared to no intervention.  

 Programs were expensive to run and, even worse, they led to further costs by 

increasing crime.
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RCTs are Common in 

Other Arenas

 Many hundreds of RCTs have been, or are being, conducted in 
developing nations in context of education, health and anti-
poverty programs.

 Clinical trials, drug trials are now commonplace.  Hard to 
believe that anyone ever argued they were unnecessary.

Advantage of RCTs: Explaining the Results

 Randomization can appeal to policy makers because use of lotteries 
to assign program with limited resources is transparent and 
perceived as fair.

 Data from experimental designs are easier to analyze: simple 
difference in means will often be sufficient.

 Experimental designs permit the telling of simple stories to external 
audiences.
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Strong Candidates for RCTs

1. Reaching out to new constituents

2. Introduction of new programs or new technologies

3. Certification programs 

4. Information and technology transfer

5. Policing and compliance auditing
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Field Experiments & 

Randomized Controlled Trials

Thank you! Questions?


